THE MEDIUM IS THE MESSAGE
The title and inspiration for this exhibition come from the writings of philosopher Marshall
McLuhan. The phrase was never meant to be literal, McLuhan himself altered the phrase at
different times and places to resonate with different audiences. The term “medium” in this
exhibition refers to the printmaking medium used as the unifying thread.
What is printmaking? What is a print?
As a printmaker, I have constantly had to explain what I do. Most people have a basic
understanding of drawing, painting, ceramics, and so on, but printmaking is not a well-known
medium. William Ivins wrote that a print is an “exactly repeatable pictorial statement” meaning
that the artist produces a matrix and from that matrix, multiple, original impressions can be
made. Printmaking is a time-consuming and heavily process-oriented artform. I love it because
of the technical challenge, the ability to produce and alter multiples, because of the meditative
quality, the rich history, and because of the small and passionately dedicated printmaking
community. I selected artists from this community working in six traditional printmaking
mediums: Relief, Lithography, Etching, Mezzotint, Monotype/Engraving, and Screenprint.
Joseph’s hand drawn and painstakingly carved woodcut portraits of contemporary icons whose
images we consume so steadily, make us stop to appreciate their intricacy. Aaron’s carefully
rendered stone lithographs layer ancient religious iconography with contemporary issues.
Ashton’s gorgeously engraved animals sitting atop monotypes raise awareness to horrible
realities. Carrie’s miniscule mezzotints, carefully prepared for hours, invite us to stop and
appreciate the beauty in everyday rituals. Brandon’s copperplate etchings of whimsical, futuristic
animals give a glimpse into a dystopian future. Adam’s neon screenprints are a sugar-rush and
invoke whimsy and childhood curiosity.
There are endless ways to visually express an idea, but these six artists chose printmaking as the
vehicle to convey their concepts. Why? Each artist has a different story and a different reason for
choosing the mediums displayed in this exhibition. I invite you to explore and appreciate the time,
effort, beauty, medium, and message in their work.
- Linda Lucía Santana, Curator
Linda Lucía Santana is a practicing printmaker and founder of the printmaking program within the visual arts
department at Idyllwild Arts Academy, where she currently teaching all levels of printmaking, jewelry design,
professional practices and drawing. She has taught and exhibited widely. Santana holds a bachelor’s degree in
printmaking with a minor in anthropology from the University of California, Santa Cruz, and a Master of Fine Arts
in printmaking from the University of North Texas. LindaLuciaSantana.com

AARON COLEMAN

Lithography
Tucson, AZ

Aaron Coleman
“Never Let An Anchor Drop”
lithography and screen print

My work once found its origin in current events
concerning the sociopolitical issues of
discrimination, civil rights and the misuse of
mainstream religion. More recently, it has evolved
into a blanket description of the apocalyptic
world in which we live. Police brutality, racial
discrimination, religious extremism, persecution
of the LGBT communities, economic unrest, global
warming, species extinction, habitat loss, holy
wars, power trips and ego mania are the extremes
my work addresses. Earth is a disaster area,
a gigantic crime scene. My work takes on the
characteristics of this global chaos. Each piece
is an explosive combination of comic book pages,
religious iconography and advertising, which
illustrates a world in ruin and the heroes and
villains who occupy it.
“And starward drifts the stricken world,
Lone in unalterable gloom,
Dead, with a universe for tomb,
Dark, and to vaster darkness whirled.
– From “The Testimony of the Suns”
by George Sterling
AaronColemanPrintmaking.com

Aaron Coleman
“The Wretched Sound of Mysticism Dying”
lithography and screen print

Aaron Coleman is an Assistant Professor of
Art at the University of Arizona. His work can
be found in the collections of the University
of Colorado, Wichita State University, Ino-cho
Paper Museum (Japan), Yekaterinburg Museum
of Art (Russia), University of Tennessee
Knoxville’s Ewing Gallery among others.
Coleman received his MFA from Northern
Illinois University.

CARRIE LINGSCHEIT

Mezzotint and Aquatint
Urbana, IL

Carrie Lingscheit
“Tress II”
mezzotint and spit-bite

Carrie Lingscheit
“Valentine III (Lose)”
mezzotint and etching

My work explores themes of human behavior,
interaction and the malleable nature of
remembrance, presenting equivocal narratives that
are often characterized by omission, distortion, and
hyperbole. I am fascinated by small gestures,
deliberate posturing, unguarded action and
reaction…all of these little movements that
comprise relationships among people. Perception
and remembrance are always imperfect – our every
moment subject to omission as well as
misinterpretation and embellishment by imagination
and emotion. In turn, each subsequent recalling of
an experience is subject to repression, convolution,
and dissipation. Some memories become further
permuted by conflation, separate remembrances
morphing together like beads of moisture on
glass. As our very identities are tangled up in past
experience, I am fascinated by the notion of the
gaps left by these absences of information, these
holes within the structure of our past and present
lives, these half-imagined pasts that become
layered among the facade of one’s current self.
I believe that these images, as chronicled across
copper surfaces and eventually consigned to paper
impression, invite a dialogue with viewers because
we all crave familiarity, endlessly longing to connect
ourselves with other people through fragments and
layers of shared experience.
CarrieLingscheit.com
Carrie Lingscheit’s work has been included in
numerous exhibitions and invitational exchange
portfolios. Recent exhibitions include the Delta
National Small Prints Exhibition, International
Mezzotint Festival in Ekaterinburg, Russia; and
the Washington Printmakers National Small
Works Juried Exhibition in Washington, D.C.
Lingscheit holds a BFA from the University of
South Dakota and MFA from Ohio University.

ASHTON LUDDEN

Monotype with Engraving
Knoxville, TN
Through meticulously engraved, narrative images,
my prints initiate a conversation about humans’
relationship to animals. Whether we see a species
as a companion, a tool, a source of
entertainment, food, a nuisance, or wildly
majestic, the value we place on subordinate beings
acts as a reflection of our own complex, often
irrational and contradicting behaviors and ethics.

Ashton Ludden
“Lumber”
drypoint chine-collé monotype and relief

I choose the medium of printmaking not only for
its unique aesthetic qualities, such as the engraved
line or a fine rosin aquatint, but also for its ability to
create multiples. Disposables are deemed as such
because accessible copies or substitutes exist as replacements. Just as printmakers must wrestle with
the value of the multiple, so too do we confront this
issue when dealing with animals regarded alternately as living commodities. Our egotism has us believe
that we, members of the human race, are all unique
beings, superior to objects and non-human animals.
My work investigates how we determine and also
justify what is considered a unique individual versus
a disposable copy.
AshtonLudden.com

Ashton Ludden
“Out of Stock”
copper engraving with chine collé,
monotype, screen print

Ashton Ludden is a printmaker, educator and
sign artist. She received her MFA in printmaking
from the University of Tennessee and her BFA in
engraving arts and printmaking from Emporia
State University. Ludden’s prints have been
exhibited both nationally and internationally,
as well as at animal education and welfare
conferences. She teaches printmaking and
bookmaking workshops across the country.
Currently, Ludden is an artist member of the
Vacuum Shop Studios Collaborative and the
head sign artist for Trader Joe’s in Knoxville, TN.

ADAM PALMER

Screenprint
Fort Worth, TX

In my latest drawings and prints, I try to convey
all of my childhood influences in an abstract
form. I grew up in a small and remote west Texas
town. Nickelodeon, MTV and HBO provided an
escape from my everyday life. The shapes and
colors of Saturday Morning Cartoon were my
first introductions to Color and Composition. The
interesting fashion and music on MTV videos and
HBO Movies provided a new perspective about
other places and cultures. I try to capture the
same fun and energy in my work that I felt as a
child.
Adam Palmer
“Mall Pretzels”
screenprint

AdamPalmerArt.com

Raised in Monahans, Texas, Adam Palmer
received his BFA in printmaking from Angelo
State University in 2004 and his MFA, also
in printmaking, from the University of North
Texas in 2011. In addition to printmaking and
screen printing, Palmer also explores other
media such as drawing and sculpture. Palmer
currently lives and teaches high school art in
the Fort Worth area.

Adam Palmer
“Atom Polymer”
screenprint

Brandon Sanderson
“Denizens IX: Fauna”
intaglio

Brandon Sanderson is an Associate
Professor of Art at the University of North
Carolina-Pembroke. He has participated
in more than 350 exhibitions, including 54
international shows. Sanderson holds a
BS from Colorado State University-Pueblo
in printmaking and computer information
systems and an MFA in printmaking from
the University of South Dakota.

BRANDON SANDERSON

Etching
Pembroke, NC

For fifteen years, my work was based on the interaction of mechanical and organic parts within myself
and in the world around me. Having artificial parts such as pins in a knee and a reconstructed inner ear,
I found, and still find, the tool, the android, the automaton to be an appropriate symbol of our capacity
for alienation, devastation and simultaneously growth and creation.
Recently that work has grown to focus on my hearing disability and the effect it has on my life
experiences. My hearing ranges from complete deafness to hearing at about half the level of the
average working individual. It is a situation of attempting to find comfort in discomfort, of accepting
what I cannot change, changing what I can and simply pushing through. As Helen Keller put it:
“the experience of trial and suffering.” I can only benefit from this if I not only accept it, but
endeavor to love it.
And that’s what my characters do. They aren’t elegant or graceful – rather the opposite, as if they
were hastily reassembled in someone’s garage. They’re in survival mode, a constant state of growth
and adaptation. Each of them represents a specific situation or amalgamation thereof. Alienation
and isolation is another aspect of my work. Significant hearing loss prevents the individual from
participating in the larger community without assistance. This is often seen as aloofness. The isolation
necessitated by this condition can make a person feel anxious and alone, as if they have no real role
or sense of belonging. This is represented in my work by blank white space or various kinds of chaotic
mark making meant to represent persistent tinnitus. In summary, my recent work is an exploration of
my life-long disability, the psychological impact of it, and the adaptations that I and others have made to
continue functioning as a result.
Brandon-Sanderson.com

JOSEPH VELASQUEZ

Woodcut
Boca Raton, FL

Joseph Velasquez
“The Road to Perdition”
woodcut

Joseph Velasquez
“Ice Cube”
woodcut

Joseph Velasquez is a Chicano artist and the
co-founder of both Drive By Press and the
Dirty Printmakers of America, as well as an
Assistant Professor of Art at Florida Atlantic
University. He draws upon much of the
graphic influence he experienced growing up
in San Fernando, CA, El Paso, TX and Austin,
TX. The murals, graffiti tags, placasos
and tinta resonate in his use of color and
composition. He has been published by
Cannonball Press, Brooklyn, New York, and
has exhibited nationally and internationally
including the 54th La Biennale di Venezia,
Venice Italy, as well as all over the US. In
addition to juried exhibitions and professional
portfolio exchanges, Velasquez has served
as curator of exhibitions at the Sling Shot
Gallery, Madison, WI. One of Joseph’s most
prolific ventures, Drive By Press, is a mobile
print studio and print exhibition platform
that has served more than 200 Universities
over the last eight years. Drive By Press has
also toured with Indie bands printing hand
carved woodblocks on tees right along with
the bands such as SPOON, the Walkmen and
the White Rabbits to name a few. Although
band touring was a dream, Joseph’s heart
is in academia and he loves sharing his
work and inspiring students. During school
visits, Joseph lectures on contemporary print
practices, gives educational print demonstrations and live print events across the country.
Joseph received his MA and MFA from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, and his BA
and BFA from the University of Mary-Hardin
Baylor, Texas.
JosephVelasquez.com

GLOSSARY

Select printmaking techniques featured in this exhibit.
Definitions provided by the International Print Center New York.
AQUATINT
An etching technique that creates printed tonal areas. Powdered rosin is distributed across a
metal plate and adhered through heating. When the plate is submerged in a corrosive bath, tiny
areas unprotected by the rosin particles are “eaten away”, creating recesses. Once the rosin is
removed, the plate is inked, and ink collects in those areas with uneven surfaces. Finally, damp
paper is laid on the plate, and they are run through a press, transferring ink in the shape of these
areas. Usually the more an area is eaten away, the more ink will transfer during printing, and the
darker the tonal area will be.
CHINE COLLÉ
The process of adhering one piece of paper to another by using a liquid adhesive and running
them together through the printing press. Chine is French for “China,” which refers to the thin
Asian paper originally used with this technique, and collé means “glued.”
ENGRAVING
A technique that creates precise lines which swell in the middle and taper at the ends. Lines are
incised into a bare metal plate using a burin, a tool with a V-shaped blade. The plate is wiped with
ink, which collects in the incisions. Damp paper is laid on the plate, and they are run through a
press together, transferring ink from the incisions to the paper.
ETCHING
An intaglio technique that can create a wide variety of printed marks. A resist is first applied to a
clean metal plate (such as zinc or copper). The resist is selectively scraped off to reveal the bare
plate beneath. When the plate is placed in a corrosive acid bath, only the exposed metal areas
corrode. The plate is then inked; ink remaining on the surface of the plate is wiped away with
cheesecloth, news print, or hand-wiping. Damp paper is laid on the plate; paper and plate are run
through a press, and the ink is transferred from the recesses to the paper.
INTAGLIO
A term for the family of printing techniques which transfers ink from the recesses of a matrix,
rather than from its surface. Techniques using intaglio printing include etching, engraving,
drypoint, aquatint, and mezzotint. Intaglio comes from the Italian word intaglaire, which means
“to incise.”
Continued on next page...

LITHOGRAPHY
A planographic technique that can print a variety of drawn and painterly marks. Traditionally,
a grease pencil or tusche (greasy watercolor) is applied to a flat slab of limestone, selectively
filling the stone’s pores. A chemical mixture securely bonds the stone before water is used to fill
the remaining pores. The oil-based ink used is attracted only to those areas that have retained
grease. Damp paper is laid on the face of the stone, and they are run through a press together,
transferring ink from the surface. Aluminum plates may also be used.
MEZZOTINT
An intaglio technique in which the surface of a metal plate is first uniformly pitted using a
rocker, a tool serrated on the bottom that must be rocked back and forth by hand, a demanding
task. A rounded metal tool called a burnisher is then used to gradually and selectively smooth out
areas, causing them to retain less ink. Damp paper is laid on the plate, and they are run through
a press together. The fully pitted areas transfer more ink than the burnished sections, creating
mezzotint’s characteristic gradations of tone.
MONOTYPE
A technique involving the painting, rolling, or scraping of ink onto a uniform surface, which is
transferred to paper by the application of pressure. Because the monotype matrix is unaltered
and each unique inking is transferred in a single printing, the print cannot be duplicated, hence
its name.
SCREEN PRINTING
A technique using stencils made of silk or a synthetic fabric, which has been stretched over
a frame. Areas of the screen that are not part of the printing image can be blocked out using
a variety of methods. In one common method, the screen is first evenly coated with a
water-soluble, light-sensitive liquid. A transparency bearing a printed image prevents projected
UV light from hardening parts of the screen. Unhardened areas are then washed out with water
before a squeegee is used to press ink evenly through the screen, directly onto paper or fabric.
WOODCUT
A relief technique using a plank of wood from which shapes are gouged away using chisels or
knives, leaving the printing image as the raised surface. Ink is transferred from the surface of the
block by the application of pressure. Woodcuts are characteristic both for the grain that is often
evident in the printed image, as well as for their durability.

International Print Center New York, “Glossary of Printmaking Terms,”
International Print Center New York, 2019, www.IPCNY.org/glossary.

Brandon Sanderson
“Denizens 6, The Centenarian”
intaglio
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